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Tn the Matter of the Deutsche GasglUhlicht Aktienpesellechafp«:
Application for a Patent.

Beror« THE ATTORNEY·GENERAL.

October 30th, 1908.

IN THE MATTER OF THE DEUTSCHE GASGLUHLICHT AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT'S

ApPLICATION FOR A PATENT.

5 Opposition to grant of Patent on the ground that. the invention had been
patented iff this country on an· application ofprior date. The Chief Examiner, '

actinqfor the C!~r11,ll~~o,~l~~-:(j~nera~t (!:l,lq,,:£e,d: the f!1:Cf'Yl;!~".g~.Cf]Jl!~(J:I/~~.fl1;r:nt
u;as.!:e/userj on trtrground that the alleg~d inventio~' w~s"l~~rely ijl~ selection
of the better of two known elements for carryi1~g out a process.

10 Selection of best conditions for a process may not be subject-matter for a

Patent, iohen the process has been previou.sly patented.

On 'th~ 28th of June 1906 the Deutsche Gasglflhlicht Aktiengesellschajt
(Auergesellschajt) applied for aPatent (No. 14,t)16 of. 1906) for" An improved
",meLhod af pr()dncing metallic ~d($~!L!?221~.fu!'~i(}gl£w lamps."

15 'lhe invention was describ'ea:·as particularly applicabre .: to' tl1~ngsteri 1iIaiiients,
which as first prepared are not very coherent, hut are improved in this respect
by heating to whiteness, which causes the particles of metal to sinter or frit
together.. The alleged invention was indicated sufficiently in the Applicants'
Claim, which wasasfollows :-" A method of producing metallic incandescence

20 "bodies for electric glow lamps; consisting in sintering the crude metallic
" filam.ents, in the presence of an inert gas, at a white heat obtained by passing ~
'~acqnijnuQu~~.~~e~~tiallyasdescribed."
The Applicants' Specification stated :-" According to the present invention,
"therefore,the said sintering process is effected by means of a continuous or"

25 "direct current, instead of by the apparently equivalent alternating current,"
"in order to obviate the irregular deformations occurring, with the latter.
", We are aware that it has been proposed to heat carbon filaments by an electric
",·current in inert gases for the purpose of depositing metals thereon from
"; vapours of same, and then to treat theresulting metallic filament, containing

30 "carbide, in a mixture of inert gas and steam, or in vacuo by the passage of an
" electric current to drive off the carbon, and further to take a filament com..
" posed of a pasty mass of.a metal in its colloidal form, with or without an
",. admixture of a powder of the metal, and treat it to render it conductive by
,. heating in an inert gas by the' electric current to bring it to a metallic state,

85 "but in such proposals no suggestion has been made as to whether an alternating
"or a direct current is to be used. We are also aware that the process of
" heating rare earth filaments to sinter them and thus produce a metallic body
"is known. We have found,however, that when using inert gases in the
"process of sintering the metal ofa crude metallic filament that the manu..

40 "facture of filaments is only commercially possible when l:l~iIlg."~,,gg!!~'!PJ!ous
" or directcur.r:Cj:l1t, thougIi""'-"7Iren~wt'.'''treatingw''~the:'·''I1IameI1Js'Pirr'v acuo either
".contln.uou~ or afternating currents seem to give good results."

The grant was opposed by Dr. Hans Kuzel on the ground that the invention
hadbeen patented on his Application N6.28,154, dated the 22nd of December

, ' K'
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1904, for "Improvements relating to the manufacture of light emitting bodies
" for electric incandescent lamps." The Opponent's Specification described a
method of making filaments of metals melting at very high temperatures from
these metals in a colloidal state. By evaporation or otherwise, this material
was obtained in a plastic state, so that it could be squirted through a fine orifice 5
to form threads, which were then further treated by a process described in the
Specification as follows:-" The bodies thus produced in any suitable manner
I', are then dried, but after simple drying they are still non-conductive , when
" heated toa temperature of 60° to 80° Centigrade for a period of about 5 to 10
" minutes they become conductive, but on cooling they lose their conductivity 10
"agetin. For rendering them permanently conductive the said bodies are
"heated gradually up to a white heat in the absence of gases capable of
"attacking the metals, the said bodies being placed in receptacles, either
" evacuated or filled with an inert gas or gases such as hydrogen.- This heating
"is preferably effected by passing through the bodies (heated as above 15
" described _to a temperature of 60° to 80° Centigrade for rendering them
" temporarily conductive) an electric current, and gradually increasing the
"intensity of the same until the bodies are brought to a white heat. By heating
" the bodies to a white heat the colloidal metal, or metals in the plastic mass
" from which they were imade is or are returned to its or their ordinary 20
"crystalline state, the diameter of these bodies and their specific resistance
" diminishing notably. After such heating to a white heat the light emitting
"bodies are ready for use."

The Opponent's Specification contained one Olaim, which was as follows :-
" A process fOI', l11~~~f~~.~}l~,i.~B:l!g~t~,~itti!1S'". Ro~i~st"f2r~1~¥;~t!p;!,p.~::tndesc~nt 25:
" lamp~~~r,~!7s''';cmer£riigP

'at 'very ;liign tempe'ratures~' 8l1'cll'~asclii~omlum,

" man'ganese~-" molybdenum, uranium, tungsten, vanadium, tantalum, niobium,
"titanium, thorium, zirconium, plantinum, osmium, iridium, boron, and
" siliciurn, consistin~,~~b~inging into the desired_sh~~~~J p~~~ti~,~~sseolllPosed--

1

" of oneo:~~E£!~!~!~',-m'e;~~lsinacol!()idal- state "wltli 'or wItnout tneadditio'n' 3Cj'
" of1m""eorlnor'e

c

'0-1' Stich "metals in the ordinary state and finely comminuted,
" but without the addition of any foreign agglomerants, then slowly drying the
" bodies thus obtained, and finally graduall~ee~~i:t?-¥"~~~~!(),~,~hiteheatin
" the absence of any gas that might attamrmeme'tar"or-merars"-use(t~-

I!fTT1eClaratmYt'I'''IInrde on behalf of the Applicants, Dr. Fritz Blau statedthat 35,'
the process of heating metallic filaments to whiteness by passing current through
them was not protected by the Opponent's Patent, but was previously described '
in British Specifications Nos. 1535 and 17,5800£ 1~98 (Auer von JVelsbach),
Nos. 12,157 and 12,160 of 1902 (Siemens and Halske) , and No. 23,899 of 1904
(J1.f;St and Hanaman). - , 40

The case was heard by the Chief' Examiner, acting for the Comptroller
General.

P. M. Justice appeared as agent for the Applicants, and Sefton Jones as agent
for the Opponent.

In the course of his argument Just/ice stated :-None of the prior patentees' 45
had pointed out that if you are going to use an inert gas, which is known, you
must use a continuous current, not an alternating current. It was common in
most laboratories for the purpose of heating- to employ an alternating current.
Of course it was well known that heating by a direct current is possible; but"
it is said that it is easier to change the voltage -of an alternating curr~~t than of' 50
a continuous current. He referred to Oralie v. Price (Goodeve 131).:-.·<Ii:'

The Judgment of the Chief Examiner, so far as material for this report, was
as follows :-" The invention which the Applicants desire to patent is 'An
" 'improved method of producing' metallic incandescence bodies for electric-
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30

" 'glo,v lamps.' '\ .Many methods have previously been proposed and some
" patented for this purpose ; and in several cases one step in the process of
"manufacturing the lamp has been to heat a filament to incandescence by
H means of an electric current. That step is found in the process, claimed in

;, h the Specification relied upon by the Opponent, but it is also found in other
"Specifications.. . . . The Specification makes it perfectly clear that the
"alleged invention really consists in making a selection; that is to say, in using
" a continuous or direct current, and not an alternating current. . . . • The
" Applicants allege. t.4a.t_t.h.e~Jla:~a-=mad.e"a-..dis~QYfU:x.".)",.,that~.,t,h~J':~,.fiIld"Jh(lt,\~e

10 :::t~~~~~n1~~;~~*:Ji~ff¥t~~e~r~;!'~~~;:
" of an alternating current. If that is so they may have a valuable invention.
" But it does seem to me that I <?llg11t riot to refuse a Patent j1J.tl1i~"g~,~e, and
"especially having regard to the 'fa-6t that it seems probable that a ny one

15 "directed to use, ill a process of this kind, a current of electricit.y for the
" purpose of rendering the filament incandescent, would be more likely to use
U an alternating current than a direct current. If the Specification did not
" make quite clear the very limited scope of the invention, I should require
" some amendment; but it seems to me that the Specification does make the

20[" invention as clear as it possibly can be made, Among the disclai mers which
" are inserted there is one, which appears to refer particularly to the process
" described and claimed by the Opponent. So that it is quite clear that the
" public will 'not be misled into thinking that this is a re ..claiming of that
"process. The Claim of the Opponent is for steps or processes comprising

25 '." not only the heating- to a white heat, but the use of metals in the colloidal
" state, and the use of a particular process. So that I think it cannot be held
" that the Applicants are again claiming the process, and that therefore the
" Opponent would be entitled to a specific reference under the decision of the
" Law Offlcerin the case of Stell's Patent (8 R.P.C. 235)."

Inthe result, the Chief Eaaminer found that' the invention had not been
patented- as alleged, and decided to seal a Patent provided the Law Officer
directed the sealing under section 12 subsection 3 (a) of the Act of 1883. The
Opponent appealed. - .
R~ Mor.itz appeared as Counsel for the Opponent, and Justice as agent for

35 the Applicants.
Moritz argued that the Opponent was entitled to use either alternating or

continuous current in carrying out his invention, and the Applicants could not
contend that the Opponent, working in exact accordance with the Claim in his
Specification; was four' years afterwards to' be subjected to an action for

40 .infringement by him because of the Patent applied for. If such use of electric
current generally was not covered by the Opponent's Claim, it was covered by
the third Claim in Just and Hanaman's Specification (No.23,8990£.1904),
which the Applicants had brought forward, .but which the Opponent .was
entitled to cite. That Claim was for "Process for the manufacture of inean..

45 .;" descing bodies in accordance with Claiml,characterized by the fact that
" carbon' filaments or filaments consisting of a mixture made in accordance
" with Claim 2 of carbon and tungsten or molybdenum, are caused to incan..
" desce by passing current through them in the vapour of the oxyhalogen
" compounds of these metals in the presence of a little hydrogen, whereby the

50 :" carbon is replaced by tungsten or molybdenum substantially- as described."
He referred :to the judgment of Lord Justice Lindley in the case of Lane Fox
v. Kensinqton. and Kn1:ghtsbridge Electric Lighting Oompany (9 R.l!.C. 413) ;
Wylie and Morton~s Application (13' R.P.C. 97); and Hills v, London Gas
Company (Good eve 244).
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Justice referred to the decision of Sir Edward Clarke S.G. in V01~ Buck's
Application (Griffin's Additional Patent Cases 40), the judgment of LordJustice
Smith in Oas8el Gold Extracting Oompany v. Oyanide Gold Recovery Syndicate
(12 R.P.C. 251), and to the judgment of Sir R. Webster A.G. in Nahnsen's Appli
cation (17 R.P.C. 203), and contended that the practice was not to stop .a Patent :[)
unless exactly what the Applicant claims is set out and. claimed in the. prior
Specifications, which was not so in the present case. 'I'he present Applicants
have madea discovery, and shown how to utilise the discovery so as to produce
useful filaments.

Sir WILLIAM ROB80N A.G.-I have listened very carefully to both the 10
arguments that have been put before me and I have come to the conclusion
which has been present to my mind throughout as the most in accord with
the decisions which have been quoted, namely, that this_effQ!:~,,_2!~~~~~.QttQnas
be~~~~!t.J~.Q"k!!g~~~" methods is selection merely, that is to say, !~is~d.~~~o!~..ry
which of the two methods is the better; but it is not the invention of any new 15
metlioct"'\v'hatever.Theauthorities that have been cited by Mr. Moritz were
not cited before the Chief Examiner, or I think he would scarcely have given
the decision which he did.

What are the facts? The O~~n.~Ilt. putsforwarda~J?~~~~~~tionwhich may,
o!,.~;~Y n.ot" ~e~o?"\Vi~ein.. its cIami:--"rliatafteralt,'J§;~.!!!~~~~f.~1i1cIi concerns .20
t~~~~!~~~~~it1'·~?~~~is.,Jlat~Ilt,a,I14 .nor tp.evalidity of hi~ ·Cont~AtiQii:=nere~Bay.
He'-"puts' f6fward a Specification in which he describes a process of heating
tungsten filaments so as to make them suitable for the purpose described
therein.iand he heats by means of an electric current. He... does not there
d\[@nguisq.,~~,,"~enan alternating cur:t:~!1t ft!1¢l a. .dir.ectCllrr,ent. He(~,~ould be 25
entit!~11~~,tg,>c~tij~'f;~~:UJi~,:'·9Jjrr.e-rrt~'-uililer~;:;'the .words of :.,h,is §R~;cjjio~tioii:".,'<'The

~~i?~l1t.~;&;,;J:~~,y~y~r~;I1l~r.i:tQriously,ang I d~resay as the r~~~~,!'..~~ ,. ~... v~~l~~reat
In<ltI~tr_Sllna: lIlgell111ty,glscovered .. that a direct current lS, <3:1!"DgeF, paF~~~~lar
condi~~ons, better than analternating current. An alternating current, according
to the contention of the Applicants, causes the tungsten filament to buckle, if 30
the current be applied when the filament is surrounded by an inert gas. The
alternating current is only good when the filament is in uacuo. When heating
the filament it is very necessary that no gas should be used which would attack
the metal,and, therefore, whenever the filament is not heated in vacuo par
ticular gases, hydrog-en or nitrogen, are generally used. Of course, it is 35
desirable to save the expense of producing a vacuum. It is cheaper, I
apprehend, to carry out the heating process with the filament surrounded
by hydrogen or nitrogen, than it is to carry out that process in vacuo,
and therefore, possibly enough, the ordinary commercial way, of. carrying
out the process is to surround the filament with an inert gas which will not 40
attack the particles of the filament itself. Mr. Justice said that, under those
conditions, the best way of heating the filament is to doit by means of a direct
current. He said he had found that out, and I dare say he has found it out.
Mr. Moritz says that under his Specification both currents were open to him,
as I have said, and that he has used both, and he mayor may not have discovered 45
or used them under conditions which enabled him to make the discovery that
has been made by Mr. Justice's clients. That I do not think matters. He is at
liberty to use both. It is not as though under ordinary conditions of trade he
would be more likely to use one than another. If Mr. Justice had been able
to say, "The current that is always used is an alternating current, because it is 50
" cheaper, and I am suggesting that a directcurrent shouldbeusedbecause,
" although dearer, nevertheless it produces such' highly beneficial results as to
"more than countervail the extra cost," then I would not 'say It: would 'carry
him home, but it would be a very .important element-to consider. But there
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realIy i~n~Q!Q~.=!!!J?9!~~,~!C?stb~~"Y~~n a direct andalternatingcurrent. .... 1\l1Y
f1}anufacturer I!lliI}!.§.~ ...~.itJ!~I".,.§()II!E30~~.:b.~~djs9()y~r(jg. ..tQat.QneQf:the.m<fs
b~~errorl~~,:E~J?~~,~:,~'£ell~,.~sJ,§It:I~,!~iJ~P;,~.1!Qrtof .se'tectiQ!l. I tj,s~'fJElCQ,x,ery
r~~!ief~,[~!l:}!!,Y~!!~lQ!l. It IS not altering the method; it is not adding anything

5 to tMmethod as claimed; it is not detracting anything from the method as
claimed-if not actually claimed, or jspeeifically and clearly claimed in the
Specification put forward by Mr. Moritz, yet sufficiently claimed in other
Specifications antecedent to his. I think the case comes within the cases of
Lane-Fo» v, Kensington and.Knightsbridge Electric LightingOoJnpany Ld.

10 (9R.P.~.413) and Wylie' and Morton's Application (13 R.P.C. 97).- Under
these circumstances I mustallowthe appeal, with five guineas costs.

IN 1,1HE COUR'r OF SESSION IN SCOTLAND.

INNER HOUSE.-FIRST DIVISION.

Before LORD PRESIDENT DUNEDIN and LORDS McLAREN, KINNEAR, and
15 PEARSON.

November 24th and 25th and December 4th, 1908.

SCOTTISH UNION AND NATIONAL INSURANCE COMPANY·V. SCOTTISH

NATIONAL INSURANCE OOMPANY LD.

Trade name.-Action for interdict.-Names of Oompanies.-Businesses differ

20 ing.-No risk of injurious competition.-Action quia timet.-Interd1~ct refused

by Lord Ordinary.--Appeal.-Lord Ordinary's decision upheld.

The Scottish Union and National Insurance Company brought an action

to .have the Scottish National Insurance Company Ld. interdicted front

carrying on the business of an .Insurance Oompany under that name. The
25 Complainer Oompany had power to carryon all kinds of insurance business,

incladina marine insurance, and did a large business in carious branches, but
in fact did no marine insurance,' beyondtinsfuring specie and passengers' baggage,

which itt some cases passed across the ocean. The Respondent Company had
power to do all kinds of insurance business except life and fatal accident

30 insurance, but in fact confined itself to marine insurance. Held, by the

Lord Ordinary, in the Outer House, that fit toas 120t 'necessary to decide
whether or not the name of' Lhe liespondent: Oompany was so similar to that

of the Complainers as to cause risk of confueion, s'ttpposing the bueineeses

of the two Co.rnpanieswere conducted on competing tines { and that, as matters

.35 stood, there wa$ in :tact no .pre8~n-t risk oj in:lurjous competition py the Respon-
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